Abstract. Demand prediction is one of most sophisticated steps in planning and investments. Although many studies are conducted to find the appropriate forecasting models, dynamic nature of forecasted parameters and their effecting factors are apparent evidences for continuous researches. ARIMA, Artificial Neural Network (ANN), and ARIMA-ANN hybrid model are well-known forecasting models. Many researchers concluded that the Hybrid model is the predominant forecasting model in comparison with ARIMA and ANN individual models. Most of these researches are based on non-stationary or seasonal timeseries, whereas in this article, hybrid model's forecast ability by stationary time series is studied. Some following demand time steps from a paint manufacturing company are forecasted by all previously mentioned models and ARIMA-ANN hybrid model fails to present the best forecasts.
Introduction
Prominent role of sales prediction is recognized by commercial enterprises which are looking for a way to reach globalization and competitive advantages. Sales prediction has direct influence on production, purchasing, inventory level, and is a guide for just in time (JIT) and agile manufacturing [1] . Time series, which are continuous observations of a parameter during equally time intervals, are available inputs for predictions [2] . Prediction is done by a developed model based on historical data. This method named time series forecasting and is based on this hypothesis that the historical data is a reliable indicator for future changes. This method is more effective when, there is no significant change in data pattern from one year to another and is very useful when, there is not enough knowledge about data generating process or there is no trustable model to relate forecasted variable to other explanatory variables [3] . Although a lot of forecasting methods are developed, researches for checking their performance in different cases, in addition to developing more accurate methods never finish.
Autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) is a linear forecasting model with high level of versatility. Pre-processing ability is one of significant advantage of ARIMA model [4] . Theoretical properties and experimental evidence of ARIMA, makes it as a reliable forecasting method. ARIMA was used in a study by Ediger to predict future energy demand in turkey [5] . The positive effect of demand forecasting on inventory performance was mentioned by Babai through the using ARIMA (0,1,1) model [6] .
Artificial neural network (ANN) is a nonlinear forecasting model which is not able to model some nonstationary time series [7] . Flexibility and universal approximation by ANN result the high level of accuracy in problems modeling, while, mixed previous results required more precision in application of ANN in linear timeseries [8] . While, Inability of ARIMA in recognition of extreme events is the result of its limited accuracy, ANN is possible to capture these extremes [9] . Capability of ANN in presenting more accurate forecasts rather than ARIMA is mentioned in several articles. Neural network backpropagation method is selected for sales prediction in a medium size enterprise in Brazil in comparison with ARIMA [10] .
Pervious empirical and theoretical findings show the role of forecast methods combination especially when there are different models in increasing forecast accuracy [8, 11] . Forecast combination was introduced by Bates and Granger [12] and expanded to neural network by Hashem [13, 14] . It is accepted that forecast combination, such as a combination of nonlinear models (computational intelligence based models) and linear models, is required to achieve a high performance and accurate model [15, 16] . Combination of both ARIMA and ANN models was applied by Zhang as a method for both linear and nonlinear problems [4] . Gutierrez-Estrada et al also concluded that combination of ARIMA-ANN model improves forecasting accuracy [17] .
In a study by Zhang, the ability of ARIMA-ANN in representing high accurate forecast in comparison with its individual models is concluded in an exchange rate case study [4] . Higher performance of hybrid model in three case studies (Canadian lynx data, exchange rate data, and Sunspot data set) is shown by Khashei [8] . In some cases like wind speed prediction, hybrid models always release the best forecast result in comparison with individual models [18] . Hybrid model which is applied in an air quality prediction case study in Chile succeeded to predict 100% of alerts and 80% of pre-emergency conditions [9] .
It is worthwhile to mention that according to many experimental studies, complex and statistically sophisticated methods are not necessary outperform simpler methods [19] . Although a hybrid forecasting model is successful to present better results and higher performance than individual models in most of cases [20] , it does not have proper performance in all cases [21] ; this failure of hybrid models was also mentioned by Temizel [22] . The inability of ARIMA-ANN model in predicting underperformed individual methods in nine nonstationary cases was concluded [23] .
ARIMA
Autoregressive integrate moving average was developed as a linear model by Box and Jenkins in 1970. This method was suggested to use in situations in which there is not enough data to use regression models or the knowledge about regression model structure is limited [24] . ARIMA is a univarient model based on autocorrelation and non-stationary assumptions. Time series would be stationary through differentiation step. A stationary timeseries has a constant mean and variance over time. Eq. 1 represents the box-Jenkins ARIMA (p,q) model, contains of p past observations or historical data and q random errors terms :
Where c is the mean of , is the error term at time t with variance , presents the i th autoregressive coefficient. The term could be found out by linear regression. The j th moving average coefficient is shown by , is the random error of a prior point at time t-j. In this model, moving average coefficients' can be calculated by maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) method. When q = 0, the equation changes to an AR model of order p and if p = 0, the model becomes an MA model of order q.
ARIMA appropriate forecasting model is selected based on three steps: Checking stationary, parameter estimation and model identification, and diagnostic checking. ARIMA Statistical properties and its flexibility to represent several different types of time series such as autoregressive (AR), moving average (MA) and their combination, in addition to Box-Jenkins model building methodology are some strength points of ARIMA model. On the other hand, ARIMA limitation as a pre-assumed linear model causes linear correlation structure assumption among time series; so this model is not able to capture nonlinear patterns which are more common in real world problems [4] . Applying other nonlinear machine learning methods like neural network instead or in combination with linear ones can improve the result.
Neural Network
Machine learning involves computers learning ability from experiences, examples and analogy through adaptive mechanisms. Although, machinery learning (AI/ML) methods usually are implicit and computationally intensive, they improve the performance and form the basis for adaptive systems. One of the most popular machine learning approaches is artificial neural network.
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ANN is one of the best data-driven approaches for the situations in which data generating process is unknown. The ability of neural network model in accurate forecasting, rooted from its learning ability from experience, provides precise estimates of complex relationships among functions in order to discover adaptive pattern from the data. It is apparent that neural network works better than ARIMA models in all situations unless the data are not appropriate pre-processed [25] .
Underlying relationship according to time series presented features, leads to elimination of any assumption in model making and problem solving prior knowledge, provides the ability to handle any level of complexity. But it has problems in finding global optimum model and it is time consuming [26] . To avoid getting stuck in local optimum answer, multiple starts in neural network training will be applied, so each time series will be trained several times with several sets of initial random weights. It results to several neural network models among which the best one will be chosen. Adaptive learning parameter can be used in Levenberg and Marquardt algorithms which are provided by MATLAB toolbox to increase probability of reaching to global optimum answer.
An study by Werbos [27] has shown Artificial neural networks (ANNs) is able to outperform classical statistical methods like linear regression and Box-Jenkins approach and some others introduced the ANN as a promising alternative method instead of traditional linear methods. 
Hybrid Model
In the next step, an ANN model with n input nodes is applied for forecasting the nonlinear part of the model. The new model for residuals is according to Eq.4:
Where is the function for nonlinear model (sigmoid function) and Ԑt is model fit random error. The forecast result for the ARIMA-ANN is represented as Eq. 5, where is ANN forecasted residual
Results and Discussion
To check the inability of hybrid model to present the best prediction results in comparison with its individual models in stationary timeseries, a paint manufacturing company is selected in Malaysia. Historical data for paint sales is gathered for fifty months and applied for developing model to predict future time steps. By checking the time series there is no gap, unusual data and seasonal pattern. To find suitable neural network forecasting model, nonlinear autoregressive (NAR) standard network is selected as a two layer feed-forward network with a hidden layer and an output layer. To avoid getting stocked in local optimum answers the model was run several times with different initial weights and retrained several times to find most suitable model. In addition LevenbergMarquardt back propagation algorithm is used as training method.
ARIMA-Neural network hybrid model is developed based on forecasting the linear part of demand by ARIMA and using residuals to predict nonlinear part of demand by neural network. Table 1 mean percentage error (MAPE) for all forecasting models.
By comparing forecast models' performance, neural network is selected as the most appropriate forecasting model with minimum level of MAPE.
Conclusion
The importance of having a precise forecast of demand in paving organization way to achieve better decisions and plans is a reason for continuous studies by comparing and selecting suitable forecasting models. In this study the hypothesis that ARIMA-ANN hybrid model always can outperform its individual models, is checked by applying stationary time series. By comparing the paint demand forecast result, hybrid model was not successful to give the best result. Subsequently, there is no evidence that hybrid model will always present the best forecast.
There are some possible reasons for hybrid model inability. First one is ANN model is built on residual of ARIMA model so, if ANN fails to model ARIMA residual, the hybrid model performance will reduce. Second reason, hybrid model is more suitable for time series which needs to differentiation, detrending and deseasonalization; nevertheless, for other cases especially when time series is nonlinear, ARIMA presents a large level of error as the first predicting model. The last reason is ANN model will have better fitness to stationary nonlinear time series, so Appling ARIMA as the first forecasting model in the hybrid model has a negative effect on forecast. For future researches, testing the performance of hybrid model in other stationary nonlinear case studies is suggested. 
